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REAL-WORLD ADJUSTMENTS

2

Information and views expressed in this presentation 
are not made on behalf of, and do not represent the 
positions or opinions of, any board, organization, 
coalition, educational provider, or other group.

The presenter is not an appraisal management 
company and is not providing or soliciting appraisal 
management services. This presentation is not legal 
advice.

DATA-BASED
ADJUSTMENTS

3

Have you ever said…?

4

▰ “It’s a rule of thumb.”
▰ “Standard adjustment used by appraisers.”
▰ “Based on personal experience.”
▰ “Applied a conservative 5% adjustment.”
▰ …

Scrutiny is at an all-time high
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▰ Multiple recognized methods
▰ Data-based analytics & statements
▰ Retention of research

Expectations

6

▰ IAEG
▰ GSEs, Agencies
▰ USPAP
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USING EXCEL
TRENDS, PAIRS, RESALES

7

RESEARCH DATABASE

▰ Land values
▰ Sales verifications
▰ Paired groups
▰ Paired sales
▰ Construction costs
▰ Regression models
▰ …what else…?

Keep a running 
database of comps 
you discover.

8

PAIRED GROUPS
Quality of Construction

9

Matching exact features for paired 
sales can be difficult or impossible

Pairing groups of sales is an extension 
of the paired sales method

Exterior 
Inspection

10

PAIRING GROUPS 
OF SALES

Exterior 
Inspection

11

SET YOUR PROPERTY POOL

Set your goal and input search parameters.  

EXAMPLE GOAL: 
FIND % ADJUSTMENT 
FOR QUALITY

Exterior 
Inspection

12

CREATE TWO GROUPS

• Review the details of each sale

• Remove inappropriate sales

• Group by your target goal (i.e. quality, 
garages, basement, GLA etc.)

Calculate the average unit measurement (i.e. 
sales price or $/sf) of each of the two groups.
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Exterior 
Inspection

13

COMPARE THE GROUPS

GROUP 1

Quality A

$233,750

$123.35 per sq.ft.

QUALITY ADJUSTMENT ESTIMATE
12.50% - 14.3%   |   11.63% - 13.15%

GROUP 2

Quality B

$204,500

$109.01 per sq.ft.

PAIRED GROUPS
Garage

14

ARE YOU PAIRING SALES

15

ARE YOU PAIRING SALES

16

▰ Find homogenous areas
▰ Similar features (age, lot size, BR, BA, basement)
▰ Solve for the differing feature

EVALUATE MEANINGFUL DATA

17

▰ Too small a selection of grouped data to use the median?
▰ Examine each sale to analyze differences. 

SAVE YOUR RESULTS
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PAIRED SALES
Garage, Sq.Ft., Quality

19

PAIRED SALE PROCESS

20

To derive market-based adjustments from paired 
sales, we must... 

Identify reasonably similar sales from the market.1
2 Ignore the variables (i.e. features or characteristics) 

that are similar.

3 Equalize by isolating one variable, by applying to one of 
the sales known adjustments for other differing features.

Solve for the isolated feature. 4

PAIRED SALES

21

Most easily-understood and recognized concepts

If one characteristic, between at least two property sales, 
is isolated, then the difference in prices between those two 
sales equals the value associated with that characteristic.

•Comps in the report 

•Sales not used as comps

EXAMPLE – QUALITY, GARAGE, SQ.FT.

22

In this example, all the adjustments we need can be derived 
by pairing the sales shown as comps below.

Isolate one variable at a time. 

23

All of the sales have the same room counts and the 
same quality as each other.

Thus, we can remove those from this paired sales study.

Room counts        3-2                3-2               3-2               3-2                3-2

Quality            Avg                Avg Avg Avg Avg

24

Comps #1 and #2 have nearly the same GLA 
and other characteristics, but their garages vary.

Let’s focus on these two comps.

1 car2 car
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Comp #2 is slightly larger and slightly newer, but is 
generally the same as comp #1 - other than the garage. 

Therefore, a second garage bay might be worth:

$120,000 - $110,000 = $10,000

1 car2 car

26

What other adjustments can we extract?

Remember, sometimes we pair sales 
we’re not using in the grid, to support or 
derive additional conclusions.

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

27

Comps #1 and #4 are similar, 
other than their GLA. 

Let’s focus on these two comps.

1800 sf1300 sf

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

28

Comps #1 and #4 sold with a $20,000 
difference, with the only apparent difference 
being 500 sq.ft. GLA. 

Therefore, price per sq. ft. of GLA is worth: 
$20,000 / 500 = $40 per sq. ft. GLA.

1800 sf1300 sf

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

29

Whenever possible, have more than one 
paired sale supporting an adjustment rate 
conclusion.

Comps #2 and #4 are similar but differ in 
terms of two characteristics.  

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

$/SF GLA=$40

30

Since we’ve derived the garage adjustment, 
let’s apply it to comp #2

Then we can pair them to test our per-sq.ft. 
GLA adjustment rate.

1 car     +10,000

= $120,000

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

$/SF GLA=$40

25 26
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Remember the theory behind paired sales…

If one characteristic, between at least two 
property sales, is isolated, then the difference in 
prices between those two sales equals the value 
associated with that characteristic.

1 car     +10,000

= $120,000

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

$/SF GLA=$40

32

By applying the $10,000 garage adjustment, 
we’ve isolated one characteristic – the GLA. 

There is now a $20,000 difference in sales 
price, indicating that a per-sq.ft. rate:

$20,000 / (1800 sf - 1340 sf) = $43.50 

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

$/SF GLA=$40
$/SF GLA=$43.50

1 car     +10,000

= $120,000

1340 sf 1800 sf

33

1 car     +10,000

= $120,000

1340 sf 1800 sf2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

$/SF GLA=$40
$/SF GLA=$43.50

ARE WE WRONG?

No, we’re proving that no 
market is perfect, and that 
no two sales will ever sell in 
perfectly identical ways!

34

REMEMBER THIS

At this point, we’re just pairing sales and 
noting our findings for future application.

We’re not adjusting comps for the report yet!

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

$/SF GLA=$40
$/SF GLA=$43.50

35

We need to find out the contributory 
value associated with “good” condition 
compared to “average” condition.

We can isolate the condition variable, 
equalizing comps #2 and #3 in terms of 
their GLA difference. 

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

$/SF GLA=$40
$/SF GLA=$43.50

Avg Gd

36

Let’s use the $40 per sf. rate because it was 
derived from properties that were more 
similar to each other than the $43.50. 

Therefore:  $155,000 - $137,600 = $17,400 
for Good vs. Average condition

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

$/SF GLA=$40
$/SF GLA=$43.50
Gd vs Avg=17,400

1340 sf  +27,600

= 137,600

Avg Gd
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Let’s solve for condition again. We can isolate 
the condition variable in comps #3 and 4, by 
making reasonable adjustments to Comp #4.

Therefore: $155,000 - $139,200 = $15,800 
for Good vs Average condition

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

$/SF GLA=$40
$/SF GLA=$43.50
Gd vs Avg=17,400
Gd vs Avg=15,800

Gd Avg

1800 sf   +9,200

2 car    -10,000

= 139,200

38

Did you notice we haven’t had “perfect” or “ideal” 
matches to pair together? 

We needed to first “equalize” the sales, using 
reasonable market-based adjustment rates, before 
finally solving for the one isolated characteristic.

That’s okay!  You’ll rarely find exact matches!

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

$/SF GLA=$40
$/SF GLA=$43.50
Gd vs Avg=17,400
Gd vs Avg=15,800

39

We’ve derived enough adjustments to now 
adjust the comps relative to the subject and 
calculate adjusted values for the report!

Take a look and run your own numbers.

2nd Garage Bay 
$10,000

$/SF GLA=$40
$/SF GLA=$43.50
Gd vs Avg=17,400
Gd vs Avg=15,800

1300 sf  +20,000

2 car    -10,000

=$130,000 =$128,400

1340 sf  +18,400 2030 sf   -9,200

Gd       -16,000

=$129,800

2 car    -10,000

=$130,000

PAIRED SALES
Location

40

EXAMPLE - LOCATION

41

Now we’ll look at an example related to solving for a 
locational externality.

We’ll have to address:
• No exact matches to include as comps.
• Date-of-sale adjustments.
• Locational adjustments related to 

• Negative externality, and
• Location.

MOST COMMON 
OUTCOMES
IN THE SCA

42

• Sales are not 
really comparable.

• Comps exceed distance 
guidelines

• Comps exceed timeframe 
guidelines.

• Large adjustments. 

• Some characteristics 
are not bracketed.

37 38

39 40

41 42
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EXAMPLE #2

43

The subject is located along the interstate.

It may make sense to include the listing as an 
additional comp in the report. 

The property to the east 
(right) is an active listing. 

There are no recent sales 
found along the interstate.

44

15 months ago, there was 
a sale along the interstate.

Interstate adjustment indicated:  
less than 12% of sales price.

Paired against similar dwellings 
that sold around the same time, 
but off of the interstate, reveals 
a 12% lower value (for location).
However, this property is also 
adjacent to two commercial 
properties which adds traffic on 
the road. 
Thus, the subject’s loss of value 
is considered lesser than this 
sale’s loss of value.

45

Two similar houses sold, one on the exterior along a busy 
crossroad, and the other on the interior of a subdivision.

Busy road/exterior adjustment 
indicated:  5% of sales price.

Pairing them indicates a loss of 
value associated with location 
at a rate of 5% of the price. 
Their features differ from the 
subject’s, so they won’t be 
comps in the report. But 
nevertheless, we can cite and 
use the 5% as a basis of 
locational value differences. 

46

This house recently sold 
at a busy intersection.

Location-of-Town adjustment indicated: 
4% -7% of sales price.

Due to its site size, age, and 
GLA, as well as being a recent 
sale with a negative externality, 
it will be a comp. But it sold in a 
different area of town.

Comparing sales of properties 
in different areas, the subject’s 
area of town shows 4 - 7% 
higher values. 

47

• The 15-month old interstate sale indicated that the 
subject’s interstate location decreases value by less    
than 12%.

• The comparison of the interior- and exterior- properties 
indicated that an exterior location decreases value by 5%.

We will need to adjust any comps in our sales grid that don’t 
have adverse locational externalities. 

Using the above data, would it be reasonable to use a 
negative adjustment between 5% - 10%?

48

The recent sale at the intersection, if included as a comp, 
would not need an adverse location adjustment, since it is
located at a busy intersection.

Nevertheless, we would need to adjust it for its location in a 
different part of town, at a rate of approximately 4% - 7%.

To derive an area or area-of-town adjustment:

• Pair individual sales from around the area

• Compare median prices of similar pools of sales 
from each area

43 44
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WITH ANY ADJUSTMENT, 
ASK YOURSELF:

49

• Is it reasonable and 
logical?

• Is it market-based?

• Have I summarized my 
logic and reasoning?

PAIRED RESALES
Condition, Market Condition

50

ARE YOU STUDYING RESALES?

51

IDENTIFY RESALES

▰ Identify resales 
using excel or other 
tools

52

▰ Market conditions
▰ Physical condition

▰ Excel to identify 
resales

REGRESSION
Various Characteristics

53

WARNING!

54

Keep this in mind:

• This course is not a statistics class. So, you are 
encouraged to take other courses that focus 
solely on regression.

• In this course, we will look at an overview of 
regression analysis and how we can apply the 
results to our appraisal work.

• We will not focus on how to operate particular 
software products. 

49 50
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REGRESSION ANLAYSIS

55

helps tell us…

Based on this pool of sales:

•which characteristics contribute to price

•how much do they contribute?

REGRESSION MODEL EXAMPLE

56

Number of data rows exported for 
regression report

Number of data rows identified as 
Sale transactions and included in 

regression

Overall quality of regression results

Link

If these regression coeffecients make 
sense

Link

Regression co-efficients for the
included variables

Link

Interval estimates of regression 
estimates

Number of data rows used in 
regression that have valid info for 

selected variable

REGRESSION ANALYSIS

57

• Predict sale price of a property

• Identify which variables impact price

• Derive supported adjustments

EXAMPLE – VARIOUS CHARACTERISTICS

58

Pool of data exported from my MLS system

SEARCH CRITERIA
• 24-months of past sales
• South Fruitvale area
• Residential single-family, 

stick-built

VARIABLES TO STUDY
• GLA
• Garage
• Age
• Distress Sale

“Wide” search criteria so regression model can estimate how 
value changes as the variables change 

Regression needs data variation data to work 

59

In this example, the model correctly predicts the actual sales 
prices of the 413 sales with an R-squared rate of 75%, which 
is a measure of the “fit” of the model.

Based on the sales pool, regression predicts the sales price 
(dependent variable) by assigning the most-likely multiplier/rate 
(coefficient) for each of the selected property characteristics 
(independent variables) and adding the base value (intercept).

60

Sale Price = 60,164.03+ 1,400(64.77) + 2(11,529.89) + 10(-776.53) + 0(-31,366.76)

SUBJECT MODEL STEPS IN THE FORMULA
60,164.03 Start with the base value

1,400 x 64.77 Add the value for each SF of GLA
2 x 11,529.89 Add the value for each garage bay

10 x -776.53 Subtract the value for each year of age
0 x -31,366.76 Subtract if a distress

$166,141 Predicted sales price

55 56

57 58

59 60
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Coefficients are 
the ones from 
the model

Input characteristics of 
a property to predict its 
price or test the model

62

We can conclude:

• In this market, properties that sell as distress sales, sell 
approximately $30,000 less than non-distress sales.

We could convert that to a percentage.

Do you think regression could help derive a market-basis 
for a reasonable adjustment to comps?

REGRESSION 

63

Model returns a $30,000 coefficient for a distress sale. 

• Is the coefficient 100% attributed to the distress stigma?

• Could the coefficient be reflecting physical condition?

Verify transaction details before making any adjustments.

Appraisers evaluate the regression model.

Variables (i.e. property characteristics) may be inter-related.
Regression analysis only reports data, it does not                  
use human judgement or apply outside analysis.

REGRESSION 

64

Model returns a GLA rate of $64.77. The appraiser is not 
required to use the regression rates.

• What if quality wasn’t included as a variable? 

• Is it possible that larger houses in that market tend to have 
better quality materials and are otherwise “higher-end”? 

Is that $64.77 partly attributed to size differences and partly 
to material differences?  

Appraisers evaluate the regression model.

Appraisers must remain in control of their process.

REGRESSION – MARKET CONDITIONS

65

“In this market, subtract $55.76 for each 
day that has passed since the sale.”

This could help support market trend conclusions 
and adjustments for older “dated” comps.

Using a variable to represent the number of days since the 
sale, the model can assign the statistically likely impact:

• Regression modeling

66
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GRAPHS & TOOLS
Market Conditions

67

TIME-SERIES TRENDS

68

TIME-SERIES TRENDS

69Special thanks to Lane Duplechin for this example!

YEAR-OVER-YEAR ANALYSIS

70Special thanks to Lane Duplechin for this example!

QUARTER-TO-QUARTER ANALYSIS

71

Special thanks to Brad 
Steinman for this 
example!

TREND IN SALE PRICE

72

67 68

69 70

71 72
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TREND IN SALE PRICE / SQUARE FOOT

73

TREND IN DAYS ON MARKET

74

ARE YOU TRENDING DATA?

75

• Scatter plotting in Excel

76

FORMULA TO CALCULATE CHANGE

Market 
Analysis

77

Extracting percent-change is necessary for time/date (market-
condition) adjustments. 

14.1 Percent Change ÷ 24 Months = .588 Change per Month

KEEP IN MIND

78

Graphs and charts 
aid the appraiser –
but also the client.

Analysis tools are 
available or you can 
create your own. 

Charts and graphs are not analysis; 
they are only supportive data.

You are responsible for the 
analysis, conclusions and 
summary in the report.

73 74

75 76

77 78
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79 80

81 82

SUMMARIZE IN THE REPORT

▰ Appraisal methods and techniques 
employed including information analyzed 
and the supportive reasoning

▻ Adjustments

▻ Market conditions
83

▰ SUPPORT & RATIONALE for 
large and significant 
adjustments

▰ SUPPORT for market 
condition (aka, date/time-of-
sale) adjustments in 
declining or increasing 
markets

▰ NOT ACCEPTABLE:

▻ “Experience” without 
factual support

▻ Laundry list of possible, 
likely, or typical methods 
that might have been used

▻ Contradictions (e.g., 
increasing market but no 
adjustments)

84

SUMMARIZE ADJUSTMENTS

79 80

81 82

83 84
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MARKET CONDITIONS

Market 
Analysis

85

HUD Handbook 4000.1

• Analyze at least 12 to 24 months.

• No standard industry definition for “declining market.”

• Signs of a declining market include declining prices, 
extended marketing times and oversupply.

• Include a summary commentary and necessary support.

Can you determine if this a 
continuing trend, or is it changing?

MARKET CONDITIONS 

Market 
Analysis

86

APB Valuation Advisory 3: Residential Appraising 
in a Declining Market

MARKET CONDITIONS

Market 
Analysis

87

APB Valuation Advisory 3: Residential Appraising 
in a Declining Market

• Lists indicators that may be a sign of a declining 
market.

• One indicator alone is not a signal of a declining 
market.

• A simple statement of “declining,” “increasing,” or 
“stable” is not enough; the appraiser must explain 
the conditions that lead to the conclusion.

MARKET CONDITIONS - RECAP

Market 
Analysis

88

There are no set definitions for “Stable,” 
“Increasing,” or “Decreasing” trends.

•Review and report the behavior of the indicators

• In the context of the market, discuss whether those 
trends are considered positive or negative

• In the context of the data reviewed, reconcile and 
report your overall market-trend conclusions

THANK YOU

JOSHUA WALITT

INFO@WALITT.COM
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